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About This Game

In Ghost Croquet one player controls the hero and tries to beat the level. Meanwhile, the other players take control of the
monsters and possess the traps, trying to stop him. As the hero dies, his most successful adversary takes his role - trying to get to

the end of the level.

Features:

Local (split-screen) and online multiplayer.

Exploding drones and lasers, with some screenshake.

You can pretend you're just a dumb AI, then perform a surprising attack!

Hero upgrades - ranging from a dazzlingly stylish top hat to the iconic double jump.

Level editor integrated with Steam Workshop.
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The various portals and gadgets are fun to use, but underexplained and often underutilized. The difficulty curve is all over the
place.. Once again I feel that Steam are missing out by not having a "Meh" button. I've chosen "Not Recommended" but in all
fairness to Dark Fear it was just over the line.

This game is quintessentially mediocre, it's just good enough to hold your attention but its hardly a memorable plot or a
particularly engaging gaming experience. Likened to the Horrorsoft games of the past I can see why people would make that
comparison but I feel it's doing Horrorsoft a bit of a disservice. It's basically a simple point and click adventure with some basic
combat and a little bit of grinding for stuff to make better armour/buy weapons.

As I said, it held my attention and I completed it but there are probably better ways to spend your cash. The original Horrorsoft
games like Personal Nightmare or Elvira are much better options (although you'll need to go elsewhere to get them).. best
realistic game so far.... ten outta ten. Just buy the ♥♥♥♥ing game already you dolt.. is good for 3 dollars and on sale.
Interesting concept and gameplay but nothing there to make you want to continue playing after an hour.
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its cowboy time. ah this game was fun but got boring after a while. i rate it 9/10. I don't recommend this game. great halloween
game. streamed it today and finished it in 5,5 hrs good jump scares and good story. graphics are very nice. i would definitley
buy it if you want a good halloween game. \uff32\uff25\uff21\uff2c \uff29\uff33\uff2f\uff30\uff2f\uff24
\uff28\uff2f\uff35\uff32\uff33. Super ridiculous docu about some Romanian Hackers.
In Symantec's Norton view they are the "most dangerous" and live in a place called "Hackerville".
They hack mostly socially and scam the victims. And they are bragging that they also technically hacked famous ppl accounts
like Hillary Clinton and George W. Bush, but who cares? Why did they do that? Because they want to impress in order to get a
good job. Sounds very reasonable to me. And then comes the priest of this poor village and throw out some sinners spells. I was
LMAO.
Should I buy Norton after this?. easy to play and basic controls! lots of fun to play!. The Title says it all.

Notes:
-Decently challenging.
-Looks great.
-Killing furries, more fun than i thought.
-Some Guns suck with aim down sights but hip fire best fire anyways.
-Look down theyre fast and small.
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